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Our current portfolio 21 million ft²
≈ 1.95 million m²

210
Office buildings

14 20
States Cities

FL*FL*

2,500 Corporate Tenants
Oracle, Michelin, JP Morgan, Daewoo, PNC Bank, FBI, Honeywell, PNC Financial, General Electric, Nokia, 
Microsoft, Raymond James, Texas Instruments, United Health Group, Cigna, Cardinal Health, Chase Bank, 
Johnson & Johnson, FedEx, Morgan Stanley, Liberty Mutual, Sprint, ADP, Morgan Stanley, Merrill Lynch, etc
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Key statistics

$2.6 billion
Asset Value

Largest Suburban Landlord
Chicago
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Total Managed SF 20,909,644

# Portfolios 41

# Buildings 210

# Tenants 2,126

# Managers 64

# Engineers 105

# Leasing Agents 45

# of Leases Signed in 2021 410

# of New Leases 118

Energy Star / LEED Certified Buildings 5 / 9

Capital Improvements 2021 $18M

Key statistics
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Investment Criteria
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Who are the forced sellers?
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Our deal flow each year
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How do we approach ESG ?

Responsible investing and the search for long-term value don’t disappear in a crisis. 
ESG investments have steadily increased since the start of the pandemic. Globally, 
sustainable investment funds doubled to $54.6 billion in the second quarter of 2020 
compared to the first. 

Many employers are seeking sustainable workspaces in response to the demands 
of their employees. They understand the benefits of ESG for their employees and 
their business and will require climate-friendly workspaces as a result. 

Property certifications such as LEED, BREAM and NABERS will remain important 
measurements of buildings’ environmental performance, but the focus is shifting to 
initiatives such as the World Green Building Council’s (WGBC) Net Zero Carbon 
Buildings Commitment, which calls for all buildings 
to have net-zero carbon emissions by 2050.

Since buildings are responsible for half of the world 
energy consumption and contribute with nearly 40% 
of global greenhouse gas emissions, our priority 
must be to cut CO2 emissions.
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The gap between green rental premium and brown rental 
discount is widening

Optimizing profit is equally important. 
Higher profit can be obtained by either 
lowering construction and operational costs 
or increasing developer’s income by creating
higher value.

US office rents for LEED-certified office buildings are 5.6% higher than those 
for non-certified office buildings.
Green buildings will command higher rents and higher capital values, while incurring 
lower monthly operating and maintenance costs. 

Energy Star-certified buildings consume 35% less energy than non-certified 
properties. 
In Europe, the Bloomberg London Building is the highest BREEAM-rated office 
building in the world, delivering water savings of 73% and energy savings of 35% 
compared with a non-rated building.
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Health & wellness is influencing building design and operation

With property being essential to the economic health of a region and the 
productivity to all who use it, real estate has a profound social impact on the 
communities in which it is located.
Our health is greatly influenced by the surrounding built environment, and is 
where we spend around 90% of our life. Focusing on how we create healthier 
environments in buildings is beneficial because people-oriented workplaces 
motivate their employees to do their best.
While workplace wellness had already been high on office investors’ and landlords’ 
agenda because of its role in attracting tenants, the pandemic has led to increased 
demand for workplace wellness features by office occupiers.
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Health & wellness is influencing building design and operation

Proper air ventilation and filtration are emerging as a key focus, not only to 
prevent the spread of illness but also to increase employees’ energy levels and 
overall mental health. 
Actionable items to improve airflow include higher ceilings for better air 
circulation, allocation of at least 50 sq. ft. of space per person and measurement of 
air flow and pressure rates.
As occupiers place a greater emphasis on 
building amenities that enhance employee 
health and wellness, properties with 
sustainability and wellness features, 
particularly those related to indoor air 
quality, ventilation systems and other 
indoor environmental features to improve 
employee comfort, attract stronger 
demand.
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Corporate social responsibility is key to good governance

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is influencing corporate governance practices 
and principles. Equity, diversity and inclusion are key components of 
governance, as is enhancing the transparency of procedures and decision-making, 
particularly regarding progress toward ESG goals. 

Policies such as employee child care, vendor 
selection and treatment, and tenant engagement 
and relations also fall under this subcategory of 
governance, which prioritizes the wellbeing of 
employees and aims to enhance their workplace 
experience.
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Design is critical to achieving ESG goals

We “force” office users to move during their regular working activity, sometimes without 
them even noticing it. By locating internal stairs in a highly visible location and enhancing 
them with user experience elements such as artwork, lighting effects, and vegetation, 
employees are more likely to use them to move from floor to floor.

Another strategy is to add centralized copy rooms, garbage collection points and drinking 
fountains that stimulate workers to stand up, interrupt their sitting activities 
and encouraging them to move around the office

Well-designed communal spaces are important elements of modern office buildings. These 
areas help employees relax during the busy day, encourage social interactions, increase 
general well-being, and foster efficiency. These areas are removed from typical workplace 
neighborhoods and are given design differentiation that indicates that these are socializing 
zones.

It's imperative to bring the outside in by adding large windows that both bring in natural light 
and provide quality views. Designing a variety of elements that incorporate vegetation is 
also key in creating a healthy workplace, since spaces such as green terraces are typically 
hubs of social activity and reprise.
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Technology is critical to achieving ESG goals

Technology will play a key role in creating significant and long-lasting change 
within investors’ practices and portfolios by enhancing the collection and 
reporting of ESG data.
These technologies include data management platforms to store and process ESG 
data, monitoring platforms to streamline ESG review and delivery processes, and 
Prop Tech-based platforms to enhance the tenant experience.
We use technology that is plugged 
into a property’s Building 
Management System (BMS), 
retrieves energy data in real time 
and arrange and analyze it to 
determine the best strategy to 
improve energy efficiency and 
reduce costs.
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We even created our own app for tenants 
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The app for tenants is a big hit 
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How we fared during the pandemic

Rental rates remained steady across our markets1

99% of rents collected
The 1 % is not lost nor forgiven and is amortized over 12 months

2

Occupancy up by 2% compared to December of 2019 
It is up for certain properties and down for others

3
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Social distancing is the equalizer for WFH 
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Why Companies Aren’t 
Cutting Back on Office 
Space.

Jan 25, 2022
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Despite the pandemic crisis, our ESG investments have been beneficial and have 
now become a KEY strategy for us. We see it as an integral driver of long-term 
portfolio value creation.

Maximizing a building’s energy usage through ESG measures directly impacts 
overall net operating income and subsequently can drive increases in asset value 
upon disposition. If we want to sell a property, we will be more likely to attract 
investors.

By investing continually in our office assets, and focusing on a strong ethical and 
social platform, we believe that we strengthen operational resilience and we are 
better positioned to withstand any crises.

We prioritize capital preservation while generating attractive cash-on-cash returns 
and value for our co-investors. ESG helps us stand out from the competition.

To conclude
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Thank you
Onic V. Palandjian

onic@grouprmcusa.com


